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ABSTRACT 

In 1988 United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission approved the revised rule on the 
acceptance of emergency core cooling system (ECCS) performance. Since that there has been 
significant interest in the development of codes and methodologies for best-estimate loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCAs) analyses. Several new best estimate plus uncertainty methods 
(BEPUs) were developed in the world. The purpose of the paper is to review the 
developments in the direction of best estimate approaches with uncertainty quantification and 
to discuss the problems in practical applications of BEPU methods. In general, the licensee 
methods are following original methods. The study indicated that uncertainty analysis with 
random sampling of input parameters and the use of order statistics for desired tolerance 
limits of output parameters is today commonly accepted and mature approach. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The main goal of the study is to review the developments of best estimate approaches 
with uncertainty quantification of deterministic thermal-hydraulic (TH) safety analyses for 
nuclear installations. The use of best estimate plus uncertainty (BEPU) methods started based 
on the research results from 1974 through 1986. At that time the United States Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (USNRC) initiated an effort to develop and demonstrate a licensing 
acceptable best estimate (BE) method which could bring benefit to nuclear plant operators 
(less conservative, consideration of uncertainties, economic gains). The Code Scaling, 
Applicability and Uncertainty (CSAU) method was developed [1] and demonstrated for large-
break (LB) LOCA in a pressurized water reactor (PWR). After pioneering CSAU several new 
methods were developed which were presented together at special OECD/NEA/CSNI 
(Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development/Nuclear Energy 
Agency/Committee on Safety of Nuclear Installations) workshop on uncertainty analysis 
methods in 1994 [2]. One of the objectives of the workshop was also preparation the 
uncertainty methodology study (UMS). In UMS study (1995-97) five uncertainty methods 
were compared [3]. The OECD/CSNI workshops in Annapolis-1996 [4], Ankara-1998 [5] and 
Barcelona-2000 [6] also dealt with uncertainty evaluation methods. In the year 2000 
international conference Best Estimate 2000 was held. The proceeding from these meetings as 
well as other published papers served as basis for the preparation of this paper. In the 
literature various aspects of the uncertainty methods have been considered. However, no 
special study dealing with these applications was published yet. Therefore one of the aims of 
the study is to present the efforts done in the world to use BEPU for licensing. Before 
overview of BEPU methods is done approaches to TH safety analysis are briefly described. 
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2 APPROACHES TO THERMAL-HYDRAULIC SAFETY ANALYSIS 

At present there are two licensing approaches for evaluation of loss-of-coolant accidents 
(LOCAs) consequences: conservative and best estimate. In this paper the term “conservative 
approach” refers to the conservative analysis using conservative code and conservative 
assumptions. The term “best estimate approach” refers to best estimate calculation that 
includes uncertainty analysis what is in the accordance with the RG 1.157 [7] or IAEA 
definition [8]. 

 
2.1 Conservative approach 

Historically the initial licensing procedures that governed analysis were established in 
1974 when USNRC published rules for LOCA analysis in 10CFR 50.46 and Appendix K [9]. 
The analysis following these rules it is known as conservative approach. It is the first one 
used in safety analysis. The basic reason for developing the conservative method has been the 
need to circumvent the lacks of knowledge of the physical phenomena. It is approach based 
on the notions of consequences (maximisation) and criteria (restrictive). 

10CFR 50.46 established the primary safety criteria for peak cladding temperature 
(PCT), maximum cladding oxidation, maximum hydrogen generation, coolable geometry, and 
long-term cooling (these remain unchanged today in the US). Emergency core cooling 
systems (ECCS) cooling performance shall be calculated. Appendix K to Part 50 establishes 
required and acceptable features of the evaluation model. Discussion of the relative 
importance of the various features of Appendix K is not, of course, found in Appendix K nor 
in the documentation of that time. Since then some studies have been carried out to provide 
some information in this regard [10]. For LBLOCA the most important features appeared to 
be use of high peaking factor, lockout on return to nucleate boiling, steam-only cooling during 
reflood and decay heat. For small-break (SB) LOCA these were single failure criterion and 
decay heat. 

Problems raised by conservative approach are: a) no way to prove that the 
conservatism’s which are verified on scaled down experiments are also valid at full scale 
reactor size; b) due to nonlinearity, the additivity of several conservative measures cannot be 
verified and c) method unadapted for emergency operating procedures (EOP) studies 
(especially obvious after TMI2 accident). All these limitations have been the motivation for 
developing best estimate codes. 

 
2.2 Best estimate approach 

Original criteria for LOCA were formulated at a time when limitations in knowledge 
made conservative approaches necessary. Research during 1974-1988 provided a foundation 
sufficient for use of realistic and physically based analysis methods [11]. Large number of 
experimental programs was completed internationally. A number of advanced computer codes 
(best estimate) were developed in parallel with experiments for replacing evaluation model: 
RELAP, TRAC, COBRA-TRAC, RETRAN, CATHARE, ATHLET etc. 

In September 1988, the NRC approved a revised rule for the acceptance of ECCSs [12]. 
The revised rule of ECCS contains three key features: the existing acceptance criteria were 
retained; evaluation model methods based on Appendix K may continue to be used as an 
alternative to best estimate methodology; and an alternate ECCS performance, based on BE 
methods, may be used to provide more realistic estimates of plant safety margins, provided 
the licensee quantifies the uncertainty of the estimates and includes the uncertainty when 
comparing the calculated results with prescribed acceptance limits. 
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3 OVERVIEW OF BEST ESTIMATE PLUS UNCERTAINTY METHODS 

3.1 Original uncertainty evaluation methods 

To support the revised ECCS rule and illustrate its application, USNRC and its 
contractors and consultants have developed and demonstrated an uncertainty evaluation 
methodology called CSAU. The CSAU was demonstrated to LBLOCA [1]. Later in 1992 it 
was applied to SBLOCA [13]. First non-US CSAU application to plant was done in 1993 
[14]. After pioneering CSAU in the next five years several new original methods were 
developed. At special OECD/NEA workshop on uncertainty analysis methods, London 1-4 
March 1994 [2] eight new methods were presented: CSAU, UMAE method (Uncertainty 
Methodology based on Accuracy Extrapolation, Italy), AEA method (Atomic Energy 
Authority, UK), NE Method (Nuclear Energy, UK), GRS method (Gesellschaft für Anlagen- 
und Reaktorsicherheit, Germany), IPSN method (Institut de Protection et de Sureté Nucleairé, 
France), Tractebel method (Belgium) and Limit value approach (ABB, USA). 

In 1994 review on uncertainty methods for thermal hydraulic computer codes was also 
done [15]. The main features of four relevant methods were explained and compared: AEA, 
CSAU, GE (General Electric) and GRS method. It was found out that all methods consist of 
two basic elements which are identification and quantification of important parameters (input 
uncertainty) as well as analysis to quantify the combined influence of these uncertainties on 
selected key output parameters (output uncertainty) as shown in Figure 1. For determination 
of input parameters mostly expert judgement or statistical sampling techniques were used 
while for output uncertainty determination mostly response surface or statistical determination 
of tolerance limits were used. 
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Figure 1: Basic elements of uncertainty methods 

The methods based on response surface have limitation in the number of input 
parameters to keep the number of calculations reasonable. Initially for response surface 
generation linear regression was used. Later the need for continues-valued output parameters 
was expressed [16]. To overcome some limitations in applicability of CSAU contributions to 
CSAU were done through application to SBLOCA [17] and optimal statistical estimator was 
proposed for response surface generation [18].  

In the case of tolerance limits the number of input parameters is not limited. The 
number of calculations depends only on the desired probability content α and confidence level 
β of tolerance limits. For α=β=0.95 altogether 59 calculations are needed for one-sided 
statistical tolerance limits and 93 calculations for two-sided statistical tolerance limits.  
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Please note that up to date only the UMAE method [19] differ significantly in 
extrapolating code accuracy from the comparison between code results and relevant 
experimental data obtained in small scale facilities to get the final value of uncertainty. 

 
3.2 Best estimate plus uncertainty methods (BEPU) for licensing 

The research on uncertainty evaluation methods, described above, demonstrated that 
licensee applications are feasible. The major role in the licensing area plays the CSAU 
method. In this section the major approaches in different countries will be described. 

US: In the US Westinghouse has developed and licensed a best-estimate large-break 
loss-of-coolant accident methodology for 3- and 4-loop designs (1996) [20], and later 
extended the methodology to 2-loop upper plenum injection plants (1999). The CSAU 
methodology was logically following and WCOBRA/TRAC best estimate code was used. The 
licensed methodology uses a response surface technique for the uncertainty treatment. 
Application was done also to AP-600 [21]. Updates to about 20 plant’s Final Safety Analysis 
Reports (FSAR) were performed by Westinghouse [8]. Recently, Westinghouse proposed an 
alternative methodology, which replaces the response surface technique with a statistical 
sampling method. The method is called the Automated Statistical Treatment of Uncertainty 
Method (ASTRUM) [22]. Random sampling is used to determine tolerance limits from 
unknown distributions. The consideration of non-parametric limits was originally presented 
by Wilks and first used by GRS method. For the demonstration the application to 4-loop 
Westinghouse plant (Indian Point 2) 59 calculations were performed for peak cladding 
calculation with 95% probability with 95% confidence level. Westinghouse approach is 
similar to the new Framatome-ANP methodology, which has already been approved for 
Westinghouse 3- and 4-loop plants and Combustion Engineering plants. Framatome-ANP has 
chosen to follow CSAU and non-parametric order statistics methodology. The S-RELAP code 
was used. 

Germany: Two methods for evaluation of uncertainties are available in Germany at 
present. The GRS method [23] has been developed for application of future confirmatory 
analyses conducted as part of the safety assessment by expert organisations. It is based on 
statistical tolerance limits (order statistics). It was demonstrated to 5% cold leg SBLOCA and 
double ended 100% cold leg LBLOCA in a German reference PWR [24]. The method was 
applied also in Lithuania to an event at Ignalina NPP [25]. The Siemens method essentially 
follows the CSAU but differs in the application of some steps. Three main sources of 
uncertainty are identified: the code, the NPP status, and the fuel status. Among those 
elements, ‘the code’ constitutes the largest source of overall uncertainty. This is derived from 
the comparison between experimental and calculated data following an approach similar to 
what proposed by UMAE. To generate output distribution Monte Carlo simulations of 
response surface (full second-degree polynomial) were used. The Siemens (now Framatome-
ANP) method has been used to support the licensing process of the Angra-2 NPP in Brasil 
[26]. 

France: Electricité de France and Framatome have developed an accident analysis 
method based on the use of realistic computer codes called the "Deterministic Realistic 
Method" (DRM) [27]. Its principle is based on quantification of the calculation uncertainty, 
which is taken into account deterministically when the results (target parameters) are 
compared to the acceptance criteria. To ensure that the value of a target parameter is 
conservative, a penalization mode is introduced into the realistic model. The penalties are 
chosen so as to preserve a realistic response of the code. The DRM was first applied (1997) to 
LBLOCA for a French three-loop pressurized water reactor. In France and Belgium the 
principles were approved in the year 2000 and topical report is expected in 2004. 
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Italy: At University of Pisa the Code with capability of Internal Assessment of 
Uncertainty (CIAU) was developed [28] as a follow-up of the USNRC and OECD/CSNI 
workshop in Annapolis [4]. All of the uncertainty methodologies (used in UMS) suffer of two 
main limitations. CIAU has been developed having in mind the objective of removing the 
limitations on resources needed for uncertainty methodology development and dependence of 
results on methodology/user. The idea of the CIAU is the identification and the 
characterization of standard plant statuses and the association of uncertainty to each status. 
One hypercube and one time interval identify the plant status. The RELAP5/mod3.2 and 
UMAE uncertainty methodology have been coupled to constitute CIAU. However, any of the 
available system codes or the uncertainty methodologies can be combined to get a code with 
the capability of internal assessment of uncertainty. The CIAU was applied to LBLOCA in 
Kozloduy units 3&4 [8] and Angra 1 inadvertent load rejection transient [29]. 

Canada: The AECL (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited) uncertainty assessment 
methodology is based on the experience of the CSAU method. Three broad classes of 
uncertainty sources are addressed: code uncertainty, representation uncertainty and plant 
uncertainty. Response surface methods are used in the uncertainty analysis. Where adequate 
safety margins are known to exist, BEPU methods are not required. The applications were 
done for CANDU6 [30] and CANDU9 [31] commercial plant LBLOCA. Concerns regarding 
practicability of the CSAU methodology motivated the Ontario Power Generation (OPG) to 
develop best estimate nuclear safety analysis methodology. Essential features of the CSAU 
were incorporated while the elements were modified. The OPG BEPU methodology was 
applied to CANDU9 loss of flow and LBLOCA [32]. The licensing quality submissions were 
also done in December 1999 and April 2000, respectively. The novel feature of OPG method 
is that functional relationships describing the underlying physical interdependencies between 
parameters were developed. The integrated uncertainty analysis uses functional response 
surfaces for generating results. 

Japan: In Japan the demonstration was done with TRACG best estimate code for 
transient analysis in boiling water reactor (published in the year 2000 [33]). The CSAU 
general approach was followed with statistical analysis similar to GRS approach. The main 
safety parameter was Minimum critical power ratio (MCPR). Applications were done to 
turbine trip without bypass and to loss of feedwater heating. The importance of the study is in 
that it shows applicability of BEPU to non-LOCA transients. 

Korea: KINS (Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety) method of uncertainty quantification 
is based on the CSAU method of USNRC and consists of 17 steps [34]. The main difference 
is calculating single parameter sensitivities to reduce the number of input parameters and in 
random sampling of input parameters. The KINS methodology was demonstrated for 
LBLOCA in Kori Unit 3, which is 3, loop Westinghouse plant. They realized that realistic 
approaches for safety analysis are feasible for license applications in Korea. KREM (Korea 
Realistic Evaluation Model) was developed by KEPCO (Korea Electric Power Company) and 
submitted to the Korea regulatory body. KINS received topical report of the KREM for its 
licensing review on October 1998. However, there were not many realistic LOCA experts in 
Korea to review the KREM and not enough LOCA integral test databases were available in 
the KREM and anywhere in the Korea to support the KREM licensing review.  

United Kingdom (UK): The NE method [35] in 1995 Sizewell B LBLOCA safety case 
has been accepted by the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate. It has many similarities with 
CSAU; the major difference is that an engineering judgement is used to ensure that final PCT 
has an associated high level of confidence – achieved by using bounding and conservative 
values in the assessment. Better estimate calculation was also performed to demonstrate that 
PCT could be reduced significantly by the use of more realistic plant operating parameters 
and boundary conditions. 
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3.3 Discussion 

The research performed during 1989 to 1995 on uncertainty evaluation methods led to 
development and use of BEPU also for licensing. The results showed that initially the BEPU 
methods were applied mostly to LBLOCA. Nevertheless, later there were more and more 
applications to SBLOCA and non-LOCA transients. In this study overview of the latest 
developments were done. The study showed that new methods were built on the previous one. 
The methods mostly follow the steps from CSAU while modifying statistical treatment 
according to GRS method. This finding agree with previous study [18] which concluded that 
to reduce the number of calculations the methods with random sampling of input uncertain 
parameters require the minimum number of calculations and emphasized that specific tools 
can be developed and used in the frame of CSAU. The study in Swiss [36], based on a review 
of the different methods published, also found the GRS method with statistical package SUSA 
to yield an optimal balance between statistical rigor and flexibility in the application. Some 
methods still rely on response surface generation and their applications are limited mostly to 
LBLOCA. All these approaches require large number of calculations. Another alternative 
proposed is CIAU. The main advantage of methodology is avoiding user effect and negligible 
computer time or human resources. At the moment only RELAP5/MOD3.2 has the capability 
of internal assessment of uncertainty. The study indicated that statistical approach with 
random sampling of input parameters and the use of order statistics for desired tolerance 
limits of output parameters is commonly accepted and mature approach. The perspective 
however is to have codes with the capability of internal assessment of uncertainty. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In the paper original and licensing uncertainty evaluation methods were overviewed. 
Also, it is shown that industry is more and more focusing on development of licensee BEPU 
methods. They are following original methods. The study indicated that uncertainty analysis 
with random sampling of input parameters and the use of order statistics for desired tolerance 
limits of output parameters is commonly accepted and mature approach. Response surface 
techniques and Monte Carlo sampling are still acceptable, mostly for single value parameters 
like PCT during LBLOCA. The BEPU methods were developed in several countries. 
However, the formal regulation supporting the use of BEPU is still in progress and/or licensee 
BEPU methods approval. The existing BEPU methods seems mature enough while the future 
research needs to be focused on the codes with internal assessment of uncertainty. 
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